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Scorecard
1. Value Proposition

Points

a) Novelty of the solution

10 / 15

b) Market fit/demand

9 / 15

c) Target Market Size

8 / 10

d) Competitiveness within market sector(s)

2 / 10

e) Integrations & Partnerships

4 / 15

Total Points - Value Proposition

33 / 65

2. Tokeneconomics

Points

a) What is the extent of the token's capabilities?

5 / 10

b) Initial token allocation

8 / 15

c) Continuous token issuance & tokenomics mechanisms

5 / 10

d) Is the value capture model able to accrue and distribute value?

3 / 10

e) Is the token sufficiently liquid to enable active use and trade?

1/5

f) Are there any extrinsic productivity use cases?

1 / 10

Total Points - Tokenomics

23 / 60

3. Team

Points

a) Is the team credible and public?

5 / 15

b) Does the team have relevant experience?

5 / 10

c) Does the team participate and help shape the public debate?

1/5
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d) Is the team able to effectively attract and coordinate resources?

6 / 10

Total Points - Team

17 / 40

4. Governance

Points

a) Admin Keys

4 / 20

b) Extent of Governance capabilities

9 / 15

c) Active Governance contributors

4/5

d) Governance infrastructure

7 /10

e) Robustness of Governance process

8 / 10

Total Points - Governance

32 / 60

5. Regulatory

Points

a) Does the protocol have any legal accountability?

5 / 15

b) What is the quality of the legal jurisdiction?

7 / 10

Total Points - Regulatory

12 / 25

Total

117 / 250

1. Value Proposition
The Value Proposition section describes the value a protocol delivers to its users. Based on the proportion of the
problem the protocol aims to solve and the potential of the protocol to effectively solve the problem - better than other
industry solutions - a Value Proposition rating is created.

a) Novelty of the solution (15 points)
This score evaluates the novelty (uniqueness) of the protocol. Has the protocol introduced any new innovations that
help solve user's problems more efficiently? Is the project a fork? To what extent did they copy/fork the original?
Answer: StakeWise is a liquid Ethereum 2.0 staking service which allows its depositors to stake any amount of ETH
and receive rewards, making an easier barrier-to-entry for Ethereum staking as the minimum amount of ETH to run a
validator is 32. As StakeWise is a liquid staking platform, users can unstake at any time, as well as use their rETH2
(the token used to pay-out rewards in, pegged to the ETH price) to invest in other DeFi opportunities. StakeWise claims
to have the lowest fees across the entire industry for Ethereum staking, and runs a secure and stable, institutional
grade infrastructure to maximise security and rewards for its users.
StakeWise has introduced a unique technical innovation by using a cloud infrastructure that scales automatically
according to demand, which is also capable of creating and maintaining validators with no human involvement.
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“For each new validator, it finds the server with the most available resources or creates a new one if all the resources are
used up.
When a new version of the validator application is released, the operator upgrades all the validators with close to zero
downtime while ensuring full slashing protection.”
StakeWise has introduced three new innovations that separates it from its competitors, according to their FAQ, they
are as follows.
“What sets StakeWise apart from the other staking providers?
●

Yield-maximizing Pool offering - built on top of a bulletproof setup, our Pool charges competitive fees and
tokenizes deposits and rewards separately to maximize staking returns for its users. If you prioritize yield,
liquidity of your stake, and access to profit maximization opportunities in DeFi, this Pool is for you.

●

Tailored (non-custodial) Solo offering - packing a resilient infrastructure, our Solo staking is a winning
combination of stable performance, intuitive validator management tools, and DAI-based service fee, created for
returns-conscious stakers who don't compromise on security.

●

Strong track record - by running in public beta for over half a year (Medium article)and successfully testing our
ability to stake over 200,000 ETH in various testnets, we have done more than most to stress-test and perfect
our system. We use this experience to run an extremely resilient infrastructure in Phase 0 and beyond.”

However, we have to disregard the “Tailored (non-custodial) Solo Offering” as StakeWise has eliminated their Solo
node creator to new users, without affecting existing ones. From their docs.
“StakeWise Solo is no longer open to new deposits, with new users encouraged to stake via the above Pool solution.”
StakeWise is not a fork of any previous project, however the business model of an Ethereum staking platform, with no
minimum ETH deposit is not novel by today's standards, it is their tokenized reward system that sets StakeWise apart
from its competitors.
This scores 10 due to the technical innovations of liquid ETH staking as well as intuitive validator management tools
that StakeWise has introduced.
Score: 10

b) Market fit/demand (15 points)
This score evaluates the degree to which the protocol satisfies a strong market demand. The market fit evaluates if
the protocol is able to satisfy the needs of a specific market (can also be measured by user adoption/ #of users). To
what extent has the protocol proven to meet the demand of a specific market? Is the timing of the product right for the
market? Is the protocol targeting the right market?
Answer: According to CryptoTesters, there is 12,466,977 ETH (~$25.8B USD) being staked across DeFi as of now.
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When looking at the amount of ETH staked since the introduction of the Beacon Chain Upgrade, we can see massive
growth of total staked ETH from less than 1 million in January 2021, to ~12.5 million in May 2022.

Same goes for validators,

With the barrier-to-entry being 32 ETH (~$63K USD as of 26/05/2022) to run a validator on your own, the need for a
service providing ETH staking with no minimum deposit is sought after. StakeWise offers just that, and has shown
signs of market fit in a promising market as they have over 61K ETH (~120M USD) staked on their platform, with signs
of healthy, progessive growth of ETH being staked in the staking pool.
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The score of 9 is because StakeWise has shown signs of a market fit in a promising market but the total amount of
ETH being deposited into the platform is not growing over the past 6 months, indicating that they have not found a
clear market fit.

Score: 9

c) Target market size? (10 points)
The target market size evaluates the current and future size of the problem the protocol is aiming to solve. The
category of the Open Finance solution can be used as a reference to the target market (for example: Lending).
Because Open Finance is by definition global, the global market for a specific problem equals the target market size.
Answer: A metric we can use to determine the target market size of Ethereum staking, is simply unique Ethereum
wallet addresses,
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With nearly 200 million unique wallet addresses (individuals can have multiple ETH wallet addresses), up from less
than 4M just 5 years ago, we can see Ethereum is growing rapidly. However, this metric does account for dead wallets
which can give a skewed representation of active users. Because of this I will refer back to the staked ETH chart in
section 1.b.

We can see progressive growth in the total amount of staked ETH since Jan 2021.
With the 32 ETH barrier to entry for users to activate an ETH validator on their own, platforms like StakeWise are
necessary for smaller fish to participate in the passive rewards ETH validators are entitled to. When we look at the
growth of the number of validators, as well as the growth of the number of ETH staked across the Beacon Chain, we
can see signs of sustainable growth, in a substantial target market. Because of this I am giving StakeWise a score of
8.
Score: 8

d) Competitiveness within market sector(s) (10 points)
This score evaluates the competitiveness of the protocol within the market sector(s) it operates in. This score offers a
relative comparison of the protocol and other protocols operating in the same market sector(s). To evaluate this,
metrics to directly compare with the competition can be used (e.g. TVL, trading volume, number of users).
Answer: StakeWise functions as a top-tier Ethereum staking service, sitting closely behind RocketPool, a staking
platform that offers Ethereum node creation for 16 ETH rather than 32 ETH. Both of these protocols are behind the
benchmark ETH staking protocol, Lido.
When we look at the total number of ETH staked across each of these platforms, StakeWise produces the lowest
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number in terms of total staked ETH, as well as the lowest APR.

Protocol

Staked ETH

APR

Lido

4,198,971 ETH

4.0%

RocketPool

178,528 ETH

~4.03%

StakeWise

61,486.2 ETH

3.90%

According to Dune Analytics, we can see that even though StakeWise is a relatively well-known alternative to the
benchmark ETH staking protocols, they are drastically behind the competitors in terms of market share.

With Lido holding 90.8% of the staked ETH across the DeFi market, and StakeWise accounting for a mere 1.3%,
StakeWise is justifiably scored a 2.

Score: 2

e) Integrations & Partnerships (15 points)
Due to crypto’s open-source nature, the code of most protocols can easily be forked. This score represents a piece of
“unforkable value”. Some indicators to look at are the number of applications built on top of the protocol (vertical
integration), other entities integrating the protocol's services (horizontal integration) or the number of relevant
partnerships (be careful of logo collections/ partnerships without much purpose).
Answer: According to the StakeWise website, their staking services and token has been integrated with 1inch, Gnosis
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Safe, and UniSwap, 3 major protocol’s in the DeFi world.

The 1inch integration seemingly ran for 28 days and is now inactive, however you can still provide liquidity into a
$SWISE (StakeWise native token) LP with 1inch to earn rewards.
As for the Gnosis Safe integration, it is actually for users using their GNO token to mint sGNO and provide liquidity on
the StakeWise platform, not the other way around. This would be classified as a vertical integration, which is not
exclusive to StakeWise as there are other protocols offering GNO farms.
And finally the UniSwap V3 integration is providing users the ability to farm their sETH2 with ETH on UniSwap V3 for
rewards without the risk of impermanent loss, as sETH2 is representative of the price of Ethereum. This is StakeWise
integrating their sETH2 token onto UniSwaps platform, not the other way around.
StakeWise has not introduced any sort of unforkable value that would be considered an irreplaceable part of the
crypto ecosystem. Anyone with 32 ETH is capable of creating an Ethereum validator and offering a chunk of the
rewards to users who deposit ETH into the staking pool.
For partnerships, I wasn’t able to find an official list within the StakeWise documentation or website, but was able to
find articles detailing partnerships with companies such as Finoa and Blockdaemon, both of which are established
digital asset staking consultancies.
StakeWise has integrated with some protocols, and partnered with other cryptocurrency related entities, however the
overall value of these integrations or partnerships is minimal and justifies a score of 4.
Score: 4

2. Tokeneconomics
The Tokeneonomics section assesses the function of a protocol's token. This includes the token distribution,
functionalities of the token, the ability of the token to incentivize positive behavior in the protocol, and the ability of the
token to capture a portion of the value created.

a) What is the extent of the token's capabilities? (10 points)
Is the token useful within the protocol? Does the token allow the holders to participate in governance or influence the
protocol in any way? Does it serve any other purposes?
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Answer: StakeWise has a total of 3 tokens serving different purposes across the platform, sETH2, rETH2 and SWISE. I
will only focus on $SWISE for this section as it is the governance token.
The $SWISE token is the platform's governance token. It provides governance rights to its holders, relative to the
amount each wallet possesses. When farming on StakeWise, the rewards are paid out in $SWISE, you can also LP your
$SWISE tokens with sETH2 on the StakeWise platform.
Some utility and governance is provided to the holders, however the revenue generated for StakeWise users comes
from the Ethereum they deposited which is represented in sETH2 and paid out in rETH2, not from $SWISE, because of
this I feel a score of 5 is accurate.
Score: 5

b) Initial token allocation? (15 points)
Token distribution can be an indicator of a healthy protocol and, if done well, can improve coordination and alignment
among different stakeholders. Was the genesis/initial distribution fair and balanced? Are the tokens distributed widely
or is the ownership concentrated and skewed toward early insiders? Are vesting schedules aligned with long-term
vision?
Answer: For this section, I am going to focus on $SWISE, as sETH2 and rETH2 are allocated through the deposit of
ETH from each individual user.
The governance token of StakeWise, $SWISE was initially allocated as follows,
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With vesting schedules for each as follows,
Community: 510,000,000 $SWISE, 4-year vesting
Investors: 251,500,000 $SWISE, 6-month cliff + 18-month linear vesting
Team: 217,000,000 $SWISE, 6-month cliff + 42-month linear vesting
Future fundraise: 21,500,000 $SWISE, available immediately
When looking at the top holders of the $SWISE token, we can see that the largest address is holding 41.65% of the
total supply. This is the vesting contract used to release tokens on schedule to its DAO members.
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The first personal wallet I was able to find was holding 0.528% of the total supply.

With the vesting schedule, and initial token allocation having 51% of all tokens going to the community, the token
distribution is acceptable, however with founders and investors accounting for 46.9% of the initial allocation it raises
concerns, because of this I score this section an 8.
Score: 8

c) Continuous token issuance & tokenomics mechanisms (10
points)
Most token distribution schedules have built-in inflation. This section evaluates the purpose of that continuous token
distribution. Is it justifiable? Does it help improve the coordination and alignment of incentives for the protocol? Does it
incentivise positive-sum behaviour? Are the benefits flowing to all relevant stakeholders or just select groups?
Answer: With every ETH deposit that enters the StakeWise pool, the contract will update the total supply and mint an
equal amount of sETH2, maintaining an equal amount of sETH2 in the staking pool, to ETH in the treasury.
As for rETH2, these rewards do not actually exist but their record is stored on the Beacon Chain so that they can be
used and measured to back rETH2 to a 1:1 ratio to Ethereum. The StakeWise pool rewards are determined by the
StakeWise validators. Then oracles take the balances measured on the Beacon Chain and submit them to the rETH2
contract.
$SWISE tokens are rewarded to users who farm on the StakeWise platform.
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The issuance model of $SWISE is reasonable, as it incentivises users to farm on the StakeWise platform, which
generates revenue for the protocol, however the $SWISE token is not needed to use the StakeWise application, and is
primarily used for governance surrounding the StakeWise protocol. However, the sustainability of this issuance model
is debatable as these rewards are coming from the StakeWise DAO treasury.
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The issuance model is not perfect and could use some improvements which are possible given the voting power of
$SWISE holders, but as of now, a score of 5 is accurate.
Score: 5

d) Is the value capture model able to accrue and distribute value?
(10 points)
A value accrual and distribution mechanism can help improve the utility of a token and its ability to be used as an
effective coordination mechanism. Does the protocol have mechanisms to distribute some of the value created to the
token holders?
Answer: Due to the $SWISE tokens main utility being governance rights for its holders, there is no value accrual
mechanism. From their co-founder.

As mentioned in the previous section, the distribution of these $SWISE rewards come from the StakeWise DAO
treasury, making the sustainability of this value distribution a topic of concern.
However, given the distribution of $SWISE tokens to the community and incentivising users to interact with the
protocols utilities, even without a value accrual mechanism for $SWISE, the distribution mechanism slightly improves
protocol coordination, justifying a score of 3.
Score: 3

e) Is the token sufficiently liquid to enable active use and trade? (5
points)
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Is the token widely available and is there sufficient liquidity available to facilitate all protocol functionalities?
Answer: According to coingecko, $SWISE is only available on UniSwap and 1inch.

As $SWISE is intended to provide governance rights to StakeWise platform users, and the distribution of $SWISE for
the community is vested over the course of 4 years, minimal token availability across DEXs and CEXs is not a protocol
priority. However, without sufficient liquidity, if a user decides to leave the StakeWise DAO, the selling of $SWISE would
have an unjustifiable price impact on $SWISE. This should be a big concern for $SWISE holders, and therefore is
scored a 1
Score: 1

f) Are there any extrinsic productivity use cases for the token? (10
points)
Besides the protocol’s value distribution model as described in 2. d), can the token be used productively on other
protocols (e.g. as collateral, for lending, LPing, yield farming, etc.)?
Answer: You can create an LP Uniswap, and you would be the first.
Outside of LPing opportunities on DEXs, there are no extrinsic use cases for $SWISE. It is primarily focused on
providing governance rights to users of the StakeWise platform, and because of this will score a 1.
Score: 1

3. Team
The Team section describes the quality of the team behind the protocol. The current version of Prime Rating favors
teams that are publicly identifiable. In the case of an anon team, the track record of the specific anons involved can be
taken into account
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a) Is the team credible and public? (15 points)
Are the identities of the core contributors and team publicly identified? In the case of anon team members, is there any
way to track their background/record?
Answer: The StakeWise LinkedIn has Kirill Kutakov and Dmitri Tsumak listed as the founders of StakeWise. Given the
listed skills of each, it’s safe to assume that Kirill is the business and customer relationships lead, and Dmitri is the
technical lead. According to their LinkedIn, there are only 4 employees on the StakeWise team, but according to Kirill,
the team consists of10 members.

The credibility of the StakeWise team is low due to a lack of information or social presence online, and justifies a
score of 5.
Score: 5

b) Does the team have relevant experience? (10 points)
Are there any documents or trails available to showcase the track record of the team? Do the team members have
relevant backgrounds and skill sets?
Answer: When digging into the founders profiles on LinkedIn, there is experience on both of their profiles. However,
neither Kirill or Dmitri seem to have verifiable experience within the cryptocurrency sector. Outside of the companies
LinkedIn and Crunchbase profiles, there is no information surrounding the team or their relevant experience. If we look
at the analytics of the StakeWise protocol, we can see progressive growth in all areas, indicating that the team behind
StakeWise is running a tight ship.
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However, this indication does not verify any relevant experience and will still be scored on the lower end, with a 5.
Score: 5

c) Does the team participate and help shape the public debate? (5
points)
To what extent do the protocol contributors participate in the public debate around open finance? Are the team
members giving presentations, sharing their thoughts and opinions, and do they help raise the collective intelligence of
the industry?
Answer: The StakeWise Twitter is relatively active in terms of retweeting cryptocurrency related topics, however,
original content is minimal. Their Discord and Telegram are minimally active but founder Kirill Kutakov is active in
both, answering investor questions. In terms of the public debate of cryptocurrency, there is no evidence that the
StakeWise social platforms engage in that discussion, scoring them a 1.
Score: 1

d) Is the team able to effectively attract and coordinate resources?
(10 points)
How effective is the team at attracting and coordinating resources for the benefit of the protocol? Has the team raised
sufficient funding or are there mechanisms in place to attract resources when needed?
Answer: The only public funding StakeWise was able to raise was $2M USD in a private funding round for the launch
of $SWISE token.
In terms of non-financial resources, StakeWise does not show much coordination, at least not publicly. With only 4
employees on their LinkedIn, their ability to attract new and skilled team members is questionable. With that being
said, the StakeWise team may feel that there is no need for new team members, as they are running a smooth and
active ETH staking platform indicating the current team is adequate without the need for new team members. This
lands them a score of 6 in terms of effectively attracting and coordinating resources.
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Score: 6

4. Governance
The Governance section evaluates how the protocol is governed and who the governors are. The different governance
functionalities and processes are evaluated to determine to what extent the Protocol will be able to self-govern in a
way that ensures the development of the protocols while respecting the needs of all current and future stakeholders.



a) Admin Keys (20 points)
Admin Keys allow some critical functionalities of a protocol to be controlled by an admin. This allows the developers
to react to potential bugs, but also creates a risk as the developers could potentially misuse the admin keys to exploit
the protocol. Does the protocol have admin keys and how are they managed?
Answer: The StakeWise DAO treasury is a Gnosis Safe with a 7 person committee, (4/7 sign off for proposal rejection)
members listed below.
• 0x648aA14e4424e0825A5cE739C8C68610e143FB79 Anthony Sassano
• 0x9Aa6Db877742aD8D8c7fE209F561fbd2bE19D5F4 Auryn Macmillan
• 0x61B01a33Aea3e827B3941Ab097778bd3FA48a332 Dmitri Tsumak
• 0x152E9Af50257Fc12a84Bb47241cc0bd01ECD2ac1 Jascha Samadi
• 0x9cC9c3de8e710781983a65b90B7efEaaD2D3D7D8 Mikko Ohtamaa
• 0xA2E49855d672C3258A8442FA15F9Bc28f5A55980 Miko Matsumura
• 0x1C86117156Ba31b5d62f02eB56bE9aC5a06610d3 Otto De Voogd
This list consists of only 1 official member of the StakeWise team, co-founder Dmitri Tsumak, while the rest are crypto
enthusiasts, independent from the StakeWise team.
The DAO treasury also has a DAO module that allows the submission of transactions on behalf of the governance
token holders. They also state that as $SWISE tokens become distributed following the vesting schedule, the
committee responsibilities would be replaceable by the community placing $SWISE bonds on whether the transaction
should be executed or not.
The Gnosis Safe is not currently equipped with a timelock, from co-founder Kirill Kutakov.
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However, according to Kirill, the latest proposal will establish a module for the DAO which can execute transactions on
its behalf, at which point the time-lock would be implemented.
This admin key information only applies to the StakeWise governance token, and not the actual StakeWise pool
treasury contract, which is the backbone of the entire protocol. With little to no information on the admin keys
surrounding the actual staked ETH contracts, the admin key score will be a 4.

Score: 4

b) Extent of Governance capabilities (15 points)
Distributed governance allows the token holders to participate in the governance of open finance protocols. How
much influence does the governance mechanism have? Are the votes affecting on-chain changes or do they function
solely as signals to the team?
Answer: The governance capabilities of the StakeWise DAO members are as follows, from their DAO documentation
“•fees paid by stakers,
•commissions paid to node operators,
•onboarding and offboarding of oracles and node operators,
•principles of liquidity mining campaigns,
•whitelisting of gauge contracts,
•Insurance Fund payout triggers,
•approval of contract changes for the introduction of new features, and more.”
Right now, successful proposals are executed unless the DAO committee meets a 4/7 threshold in favour of proposal
rejection as a means of protection against malicious proposals. Due to the extent of capabilities surrounding the
StakeWise governance, I score this section a 9.
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Score: 9

c) Active Governance contributors (5 points)
Governance is a process that can be rather resource-intensive if executed well. To ensure good governance is
practiced by the protocol, it's important to have a sufficient number of governors allocate resources to the governance
process of the protocol. How many individuals participate in the debate around the protocol? How active are voters?
Answer: StakeWise DAO is relatively active with 173 members and live proposals happening at the time of this report.
Their last proposal was submitted on May 18th, and had a total of 4.6M $SWISE tokens used for voting, from a total of
21 voters.

Their governance forum shows activity that is consistent with the voting activity from their SnapShot votes.
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This shows a high number of active governance participants and justifies a score of 4.
Score: 4

d) Governance technology/infrastructure (10 points)
The Governance infrastructure relates to the technology, software, and models used by the protocol's governance.
Does the protocol have a reliable and usable voting mechanism? Are there channels for governance debate? Is there
sufficient documentation available?
Answer: The governance technology and infrastructure surrounding the StakeWise DAO is of acceptable standards,
using Gnosis Safe and SnapShot for security and voting mechanisms. They have a clean and easy to navigate forum
for governance discussion with sufficient documentation available, justifying a score of 7.
Score: 7

e) Robustness of Governance process (10 points)
This score requires documentation specifically on the governance process that sets the basic framework in terms of
agreements, norms, and language for governing the protocol and to create social consensus. Does the protocol have a
formal governance process? How robust is the governance process and does it promote good governance?
Answer: The StakeWise DAO governance process is a three phase process.
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“Phase 1
Ideation

Post created in the Ideas
category

Open-ende
d

There is no formal requirement for the idea
to pass to Phase 2 (become a proposal),
but the motion must garner notable
community support.

Phase 2
Specification

StakeWise Improvement
Proposal (SWIP) created

5 days

To move to Phase 3, the proposal must
garner a relative majority of votes in the
forum poll. If the relative majority of votes
is in favour of No change, the proposal will
not pass to Phase 3.

Phase 3
Snapshot

StakeWise Improvement
Proposal (SWIP) refined
*StakeWise DAO
Snapshot vote

7 days

f the Snapshot vote in order to be
implemented. Proposals that fail to meet
these criteria will be dismissed and
closed.”

The 3 phase governance process provides a formal structure for StakeWise governance. Unfortunately, there is no
official SWIP template, but he outlined the structure in a Telegram DM. This is the only reason that this section did not
score a 9 or 10, but due to a un-official SWIP template I have allocated a score of 8 in this section.

Score: 8
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5. Regulatory
The Regulatory section describes the extent and quality of the regulatory environment that affects the Protocol. To be
able to guarantee functionality, security, and legality the protocol should comply with regulatory requirements, or limit
itself to facilitating services to users who are willing to operate outside of the traditional regulatory environment.

a) Does the protocol have any legal accountability? (15 points)
Does the protocol have any form of legal accountability? Can users and partners hold the protocol accountable in case
of a breach of the agreement?
Answer: StakeWise is a registered Private Limited Company based in Estonia, and can be legally accountable under
Estonian laws in case of a breach of agreement. However, given the amount of information on the legal entity attached
to StakeWise, due to this I score this section a 5.
From their terms and conditions,

Score: 5

b) What is the quality of the legal jurisdiction? (10 points)
If the protocol has a legal entity, what is the quality of the jurisdiction the entity is established in? Will the jurisdiction
be able to facilitate the legal framework for the protocol to expand while remaining accountable.
Answer: As StakeWise is based in Estonia, it provides some level of legal jurisdiction, scoring it a 7.
Score: 7
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